ICB Route Worksheet

PT Board Form 8

About this form: Submit this form when you are applying to:
 Add a new route
 Reduce a minimum route frequency
 Eliminate a route point
 Make any other change to your terms and conditions of licence that affect a specific route
Related Information:

Reference Sheet 10: Sample Terms & Conditions for Special Authorization Licences
Routes and Minimum Service Frequencies
Route Number:
Terminating Point 1:
Terminating Point 2:
Route Points (if eliminating a
route point indicate with an X

(eg: X Moonbeam)

Requested Minimum Service
Frequency for each Route
Point
(each direction)
 If service is daily, put a D
after the number
 If service is weekly, put a W
after the number

Current Minimum Service
Frequency for each Route Point
(each direction) (if applicable)
 If service is daily, put a D
after the number
 If service is weekly, put a W
after the number

! Note: ICB route points are usually stated as municipalities (e.g. incorporated cities, towns, and/or

villages) and unincorporated towns and villages. The boundaries of a route point are the legal
boundary of the area.
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ICB Authorizations
Please check the appropriate box if you are asking for any of the following terms and conditions. Your
application package should explain why you require these authorizations
I want to carry standees on this route.
Standard Wording:


Transportation of standees is authorized only when all of the following conditions are met:



The licence holder has current and proper insurance coverage for the transportation of standees,



Passengers are not permitted to stand for a period that is longer than 30 minutes or for a distance
that exceeds 30 road kilometres, and



Freight and passenger baggage is not carried in the passenger compartment when standees are
being transported.

I want to accept passengers who hail the bus from the street.
I want to cross a British Columbia border on this route.

Operations
I want to operate this route year round, or
I want to operate this route from

to

each year.

Notes (optional):
I want to propose a limited pick up and drop off of passengers on this route as follows:
Passengers may be picked up along the route as follows:

Passengers may be dropped along the route as follows:

! Note:

Limited pick up and drop offs are usually used where the ICB is going providing a
“niche service” such as transportation to a ski hill or a resort.

Other Terms and Conditions
If you want any other specific terms and conditions linked to your route, describe them below.
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